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DISARMAMENT TERRORISM
Men in black loading long black bags into the back of the white pickup after the Douglas
High shooting. An injured teacher saw one man she thought was a cop in all black full metal
armor with black helmet and face shield and strange gun spraying bullets, one of which hit
her arm.

Terrorism: The use of violence (real, threatened, pretended or perceived) to alter public
policy or law.
Conspiracy to Commit Terrorism: The agreement to use violence to alter public policy
or law. The conspirators need not know one another. Conspirators may drop out and drop in.
Conspirators may have different jobs but share the goal and means to achieve it. A conspiracy does not require that those who do or threaten the violence be the same as those who
advocate the alteration of the law or policy based upon that violence and vice versa.

The prevention of one
crime cannot be dependent
upon the commission of
another more serious
crime.
To stop mass shootings we
must block their objective,
namely, alteration of the
2nd Amendment.
A defense to tyranny is
more important than preventing all shootings

Conspiracy to Commit Disarmament Terrorism : The advocacy of alteration, infringement upon, or abolition of the 2nd Amendment based upon violence, threatened, executed,
or pretended by themselves or others.
Liability: Every conspirator is liable for all the acts of everyone in the conspiracy.

THE ONLY REASON
FOR DISARMING
THE PEOPLE IS TO
MAKE THEM
POWERLESS
AGAINST TYRANNY
“Freedom from War”

Share with your local and
state officials.

https://famguardian.org/
Subjects/GunControl/Law/
freedom-from-war-state-deptpub-7277.pdf

Http://LawfulGovernment.com/
scaat.html
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ducted by any law enforcement body
in America.

“Freedom From War:”
Federal program to completely
disarm the American public, transfer
all heavy armament to the UN while
government retains small arms to
maintain civil obedience. An unlawful
tyrannical program on its face.

Patriot Act was written in advance
of 9/11/01 and enacted immediately
afterward.
Sandy Hook:
Email to and from Sandy Hook
Elementary ceased in 2008, four years
before the shooting.

9/11/01 “Terror Attack”
Super Nanothermite was found in
all dust samples taken at the World
Trade Center. No hijacker could plant
that through out the WTC.

FBI National Crime Report for
Newtown CN in 2012 shows 7 violent
crimes, 5 forcible rapes, 0 robberies,
2 aggravated assaults, 185 property
crimes, 32 Burglaries, 151 larceny
thefts, 2 motor vehicle thefts, 1 arson
and 0 Murders & non-negligent manslaughters.

47 story WTC Building 7 collapsed
at 5:20 pm on 9/11/01 at free fall
acceleration
for
2.4
seconds
(impossible without aid of explosives).
No criminal investigation ever con1

Gun powder was found all over the
floor which is a result of using fake
bullets.

A FEMA mass shooting drill manual
was found at the Adam Lanza residence showing Sandy Hook Elem.
Location and drill date of 12/14/12,
the same day of the shooting.

No obituaries for the 17 were
posted until a researcher drew attention to the fact.

No pictures of crime scene, no
pictures of evacuated student body,
no pictures of triage with the injured
or dead. Only 20 or so children are
shown over and over again in poses in
parking lot.

The permit for the “March For Our
Lives” event in Washington DC was
applied for 6 months in advance of the
Douglas High shooting which was the
catalyst for the event.

Douglas High School in Parkland Florida:

The student spokesmen for Douglas High turned out not to be a student there. His dad, Kevin Hogg was
an FBI agent who also worked for
Cubic, a company that creates simulated combat situations.

Several eyewitnesses say there
was more than one shooter because
they had to change evacuation directions due to multiple locations of shots
fired.

El Paso, Texas 8/3/19:

One witness stood beside and
talked to Nikolas Cruz right after hearing shots in another part of the building.

20 or so eyewitnesses say 3 or 4
men dressed in all black entered the
Walmart and did the shooting. News
concludes one 21 year old white male,
Patrick Crusius, did all the shooting.

Wounded teacher says she saw a
policeman in full metal swat gear and
helmet spraying the building with bullets from a strange gun one of which
got her arm.

George
Soros,
Michael
Bloomberg and Steven Spielberg,
to name a few, have paid millions to
alter public law in the Second Amendment. Who knows what that money
really goes for? And they are using
these acts of violence or perceived
violence to alter the law of the land
which is Disarmament Terrorism.

Several students said they were
told they would have a “code red”
mass shooting drill with fake bullets
that day so they were not immediately
afraid.

Weaponized Mass Media Cartel
continues to report news stories that
are in contradiction to their own
coverage. The Douglas High School
Drill shooting is used by Disarmament Terrorists to mobilize innocent
trusting children to commit another
larger crime against the American
People, namely, depriving them of a
defense to tyranny.

the people from keeping and bearing
an effective defense to governmental
tyranny or terrorism is unlawful, in
violation of the law of the land under
the 2nd Amendment. Those who pervert the language to disarm the people should be arrested.

Our request for policy creation and
new legislation does not alter, abolish
or infringe upon the law of the land
but works with it to better enforce it.
1. We need legislation declaring
that the use of violence, or violence committed by others, or the
illusion of violence to alter the
2nd Amendment is an act of Disarmament terrorism.

There is also no such thing as
"gun violence." People assault others
or defend themselves with tools. All
such firearm terminology to deprive
the people of an effective defense to
tyranny is unlawful and part of a disarmament conspiracy.

When the object or goal of disarmament terrorism is removed and
made impossible to achieve by this
method mass shootings will cease.

4. We need legislation declaring
that proof of a mass shooting to
have occurred exactly as reported
does not warrant or justify the
disarmament of the American
People.

2. We need legislation requiring
all mass shooting crime scene evidence to be posted on the internet.
Whenever any crime is used as
leverage to alter the 2nd Amendment
depriving the people of America of an
effective defense to government
tyranny or terrorism of any kind, a
complete and thorough investigation
should be done and all crime scene
evidence including crime scene photos
of bodies and autopsy reports should
be made public without redaction to
prove the event happened exactly as
reported.

No crime should be justification for
another crime of greater importance.
The maintenance of an effective and
sufficient defense to government tyranny by the American People is superior to all other laws of the land.
5. Don’t conduct Mass Shooting
Drills. It invites Disarmament Terrorists.
If you do conduct mass shooting
drills be on the alert for interference
and investigate everything during and
afterward and make it public.

The defense of the American People to tyranny under the 2nd Amendment far outweighs the concerns of
the relatives of victims of mass shootings and all evidence must therefore
be made public on the internet.
3. We need legislation correcting
firearm terminology.
No tool is always an "assault
weapon." Anything can become an
assault weapon if used to assault
someone, conversely, anything used
to repel an assault is a defense
weapon.
All assault weapons are unlawful
and all defense weapons are lawful.
The naming of any tool or weapon an
"assault weapon" in order to prevent
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Suspiciously alert, calm man with
lower leg blown off exposing tibia.
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